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QUESTION 1

You have been assigned to maintain a forms application that was designed by a developer who has left the company. 

The form uses different property classes to standardize the appearance of objects in the form. For example, all buttons
should be of the same width. 

The CV_Tools canvas contains several buttons. The Print invoice button is not quite wide enough to display its complete
label. 

In forms Builder, you open the Button_PC property class and change its Width property to a higher number. All the
buttons become larger except the Print invoice button, which remains its original size. What could have caused this
problem? 

A. The Print invoice button was copied from, rather than subclassed from, the Button_PC property class. 

B. The subclass information property for the Print invoice button is blank. 

C. The Width property of the Print invoice button is an inherited property. 

D. The Width property of the Button_PC property class is a variant property. 

E. The X Position of the print invoice button is a variant property. 

F. The X Position Property is not included in the Button_PC property 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The Orders form, you want to enable users to use Microsoft Excel to create and print an invoice for the customer. The
file should be created on the user\\'s computer so that it can be printed with the local printer. 

Which WebUtil package would you use to implement this requirement? 

A. CLIENT_GET_FILE_NAME 

B. CLIENT_HOST 

C. CLIENT_OLE2 

D. CLIENT_TEXT_IO 

E. CLIENT_Win_API 

F. WEBUTIL_FILE 

G. WEBUTIL_UTIL 

Correct Answer: C 
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Note: Performing OLE Automation on the Client You can use any OLE2 package on the client by prefixing it with
CLIENT_. You can see the list of the OLE2 package procedures and functions in the Forms Builder ObjectNavigator
under the Built-in Packages node. 

Note 2: With WebUtil, you can do the following on the clientmachine: open a file dialog box, read and write image or text
files, execute operating system commands, perform OLE automation, and obtain information about the client machine 

 

QUESTION 3

You have created an editor named MyEditor, and you want it to be available to edit the text item Product_Description.
You can associate the editor with the text item by setting the Editor property of Product_Description to MyEditor. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A clerk is using the Human Resources form, which displays a department and its associated employees on the same
canvas. Only two Items in the form are enabled. 

Possible navigation units that can occur during navigation of this form are: 

1. 

Outside the form 

2. 

The Human Resources form 

3. 

The Departments block 

4. 

The Employees block 

5. 

The current Departments record 

6. 

The current Employees record 

7. 
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The Department_Id item 

8. 

The Employee_Id item 

With the cursor in : Departments.Department_Id, the clerk clicks the :Employees.Employee_Id item. What is the
sequence of navigational unit movement that occurs? 

A. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 

B. 7, 5, 3, 2, 4, 6, and 8 

C. 7, 5, 3, 2, 4, 6, and 8 only 

D. 7, 5, 3, 4, 6, and 8 only 

E. 7 and 8 only 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You do not want users to execute queries while in the Order_Items block, so you write the following key-Exeqry trigger
for the Order_Items block: 

GO_BLOCK(\\'orders\\'); EXECUTE_QUERY; 

This works fine except that in the Order_Items block, when you click Enter Query first, and then click Execute Query,
you get the error message "FRM-41009: Function key not allowed." What can you do correct this? 

A. Set the Fire in Enter-Query Mode property of the Key-Exeqry trigger to Yes. 

B. Add the following as the first of the key-Exqry trigger to Yes. SYSTEM.mode := \\'NORMAL\\'; 

C. Delete the Key-Exqry trigger and define the following Key-Entqry trigger for the Order_Items block: GO_BLOCK
(\\'orders\\'); ENTER_QUERY; 

D. Delete the Key-Exqry trigger and define the following Key-Entqry trigger for the Order_Items block: ENTER_QUERY;
GO_BLOCK (\\'orders\\'); 

E. Change the key-Exqry trigger to: IF : SYSTEM.MODE := \\'ENTER-QUERY\\' THEN GO_BLOCK (\\'orders\\');
EXECUTE_QUERY; ELSE MESSAGE (\\'you cannot execute a query for the Order_Items block\\'): END IF; Define the
following Key-Entqry trigger for the Order_Items block: GO_BLOCK (\\'orders\\'); ENTER_QUERY 

F. Change the Key-Exeqry trigger to: IF :SYSTEM.MODE != \\'ENTER-QUERY\\' THEN GO_BLOCK(\\'orders\\');
EXECUTE_QUERY; ELSE MESSAGE (\\'You cannot execute a query in this block\\'); ENTER_QUERY; GO_BLOCK
(\\'orders\\'); 

G. You cannot change this behavior, but you should use the On-Message trigger to display a more meaningful
message. 

Correct Answer: C 
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Note: You can use system variables and built-ins to obtain information about queries. 

Using SYSTEM.mode 

Use the SYSTEM.mode system variable to obtain the form mode. The three values are NORMAL , 

ENTER_QUERY , and QUERY. 

NORMAL Indicates that the form is currently in normal processing mode. ENTER-QUERY Indicates that 

the form is currently in Enter Query mode. QUERY Indicates that the form is currently in fetch processing 

mode, meaning that a query is currently being processed. 

Note 1: ENTER_QUERY procedure 

Clears the current block and creates a sample record. Operators can then specify query conditions before 

executing the query with a menu or button command.If there are changes to commit, the Forms Builder 

prompts the operator to commit them before continuing ENTER- QUERY processing 

Note 2: EXECUTE_QUERY procedure 

Clears the current block, opens a query, and fetches anumber of selected records. If there are changes 

tocommit, Forms Builder prompts the operator to committhem before continuing EXECUTE-

QUERYprocessin 

 

QUESTION 6

You have installed WebLogic and Forms with a default configuration, which has been tested and determined to be
correct. 

After creating a basic form in the Forms Builder, you click Run Form to test it. Forms Builder displays an error dialog box
with the following message: 

FRM-10142: The HTTP Listener is not running on at port 9001. Please start the listener or check your runtime
preferences. 

What is one action that you can take to resolve this error? 

A. Start the Web Logic Administration server. 

B. Start the WLS_FORMS managed server. 

C. Change the serverURL parameter in formsweb.cfg 

D. Start the Oracle HTTP server. 

E. Start WebCache. 

Correct Answer: B 
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The WLS managed server WLS_FORMS must be started. 

 

QUESTION 7

When users enter address information, you want them to be able to select the state from a static list of values. You have
not used a list of states before, and there is no database table that contains state information. 

What is the first step in creating such a list of values as quickly as possible? 

A. invoke the LOV wizard. 

B. Create a new record group that is based on a SQL query. 

C. Create a new static record group. 

D. Create a list item instead; a list of values is not appropriate for a static list. 

Correct Answer: A 

ow to create LOV in Oracle forms? 

List of Values(LOV) are used either when a selected list is too long and hence would not be appropriate for a drop
down, but needs a search form to select the value. 

Steps to create LOV functionality: 

* 

Click on the LOV icon in the object navigator and choose a manual/automatic wizard. This will create a record group. 

* 

Open a search form in the Dialog Page 

* 

Select values inside this form. 

* 

Return selected values to the original page. 

 

QUESTION 8

You are planning the alerts that are needed for your Human Resources application. You wish to display the following in
alerts: 

*

 A message to inform the user about being at the just record 

*
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 A warning about a potential conflict with the data just entered 

*

 A message to display a validation error to the user 

*

 A warning that the salary is out of range and that asks whether the user wants to correct it 

You want the note symbol ( ) to appear on alerts that display only informative messages, the 

warning symbol to appear on messages where you will allow the user to continue despite some data problem, and the
alarm boll symbol to appear where the user will not be allowed to continue without correcting the situation that caused
the alert to be displayed. 

You want to define the minimum number of alerts possible and customize them at run time. 

Which alerts should you define? 

A. One Note style alert and caution style alert 

B. One Note style alert and one Stop style alert 

C. On Caution style alert and one stop style alert 

D. On Note style alert, one Caution style alert, and one Stop style alert 

E. Two Caution style alerts and one Stop style alert 

Correct Answer: D 

In this scenario we need three different kind of alerts. 

How to Create an Alert 

Like other objects you create at design-time, alerts are created from the Object Navigator. 

1.

 Select the Alerts node in the Navigator, and then select Create. 

2.

 Define the properties of the alert in the Property Palette. Here are the properties that are specific to an alert. This is an
abridged list. 
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Note: Alerts are an alternative method for communicating with the operator. Because they display in a 

modal window, alerts provide an effective way of drawing attention and forcing the operator to answer the 

message before processing can continue. 

Note 2: Potentially, you can create an alert for every separate alert message that you need to display, but 

this is usually unnecessary. 

You can define a message for an alert at run time, before it is displayed to the operator. This means that a 

single alert can be used for displaying many messages, providing that the available buttons are suitable for 

responding to each of these messages. 

Create an alert for each combination of: 

*

 Alert style required 

*

 Set of available buttons (and labels) for operator response For example, an application might require one Note-style
alert with a single button (OK) for acknowledgment, one Caution alert with a similar button, and two Stop alerts that
each provide a different combination of buttons for a reply. You can then assign a message to the appropriate alert
before its display, through the SET_ ALERT_PROPERTY built-in procedure. 

Reference: Oracle Forms Student Guide, How to Create an Alert 

 

QUESTION 9

The Orders form has the following triggers defined: 

1. 

Post-Text-Item on Customer_Id 
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2. 

Pre-Text-Item on Sales_Rep_Id 

3. 

When-New-Item-instance on Sales_Rep_Id 

The form\\'s Validation Unit property is set to Record. 

When the user navigates from Customer_Id to Sales_Rep_Id, which triggers fire and what is the sequence? 

A. 1, 2, and 3 

B. 1, 3, and 2 

C. 1 and 2 only 

D. 2 and 3 only 

E. 3 only 

Correct Answer: A 

All three triggers fire when you navigate 

 

QUESTION 10

You have a text item in your form named Object1. You want to create Object2 as an exact duplicate of Object1. You
want to be able to change the properties of Object2. However if you change Object1, you do not want Object2 to
change. 

Which method of reusing Object1 would be best for these requirements? 

A. Copying Object1 

B. Subclassing Object1 

C. Creating a property class from Object1 

D. Putting Object1 in an Object library 

E. Referencing Object1 in a PL/SQL library 

Correct Answer: A 

When you copy an object, a separate, unique version of that object is created in the target module. Any objects owned
by the copied object also get copied. Changes made to a copied object in the source module do not affect the copied
object in the target module. 

Incorrect answers: 

B: With subclassing you can make an exact copy, and then alter the properties of some objects if desired. 

If you change the parent class, the changes also apply to the properties of the subclassed object that you 
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have not altered. However, any properties that you override remain overridden. 

This provides a powerful object inheritance model. 

 

QUESTION 11

On the Employees form, you do not want the cursor to enter the Employee_Id text item, which is the first item in the first
block on the form. You code a Pre-Text-item trigger for that item that uses the GO_ITEM built-in to navigate to the next
item. 

What happens when you run the form from Forms Builder? 

A. You receive a compilation error. 

B. The form starts to run, but immediately closes. So If an error message Is displayed, you are unable to see it. 

C. The form runs, but as soon as it appears, you receive a runtime error. 

D. The form runs, but as soon as you perform any navigation, a runtime error occurs. 

E. The form runs with no problem. 

Correct Answer: C 

You cannot put a restricted built-in (in this case the navigational built-in go_item), in a trigger that is performing
navigation. When you run a form described as above, you receive the error `Illegal restricted procedure go_item in
pre_text. 

 

QUESTION 12

You have a form that called a database stored procedure. You do not want processing to continue, so 

immediately after the call to the stored procedure, you add the following code: 

IF NOT FORM_SUCCESS THEN 

MESSAGE (\\'Stored Procedure failure\\'); 

RAISE FORM_TRIGGER_FAILURE; 

END IF; 

You test the code and input some data that intentionally causes the stored procedure to fail. However, the 

message that you defined does not appear. What are two possible reasons for this? 

A. You must handle database errors in an exception clause of the trigger. 

B. You must test for FORM_FAILURE when testing for failure of a stored procedure. 

C. You must test for FORM_FATAL when testing for failure of a stored procedure. 

D. FORM_SUCCESS tests for failure of Forms built-ins, not stored procedures. 
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E. You cannot test for failure of a stored procedure, because database errors are transparent to Forms. 

Correct Answer: AD 

A: You should use DBMS_ERROR_CODE and DBMS_ERROR_TEXT in an ON-ERROR trigger to trap errors
propagated from Oracle server from Forms. 

Note: FORM_SUCCESS and FORM_TRIGGER_FAILURE 

Either the FORM_SUCCESS built-in or the FORM_TRIGGER_FAILURE exception must be used to handle all Forms
errors. FORM_SUCCESS is a Boolean function that evaluates to TRUE or FALSE depending on the success or failure
of a Forms built-in. FORM_TRIGGER_FAILURE is an exception that has to be raised to stop further processing
whenever an error occurs or FORM_SUCCESS evaluates to FALSE. The following sections describe their use in error-
message handling. 

 

QUESTION 13

Users do not want to see the "Working" message while a long query completes. 

You are designing a form with a query that takes o long time to execute. What can you do to stop the "Working"
message from appearing? 

A. Before the line of code that executes the query, add the line: :SYSTEM.MESSAGE_LEVEL := \\'10\\'; 

B. Before the line of code that executes the query, add the line: :SYSTEM.SUPPRESS_WORKING : = \\'TRUE\\'; 

C. Use the SET_APPLICATION_PROPERTY built-in to set the message level in a When-New- Form-instance trigger. 

D. You do not need to do anything, the default behavior of Forms is to display the "Working" message only if you add
code to do so. 

Correct Answer: B 

You can turn the \\'Working...\\' message off with system.suppress_working command. 

SYSTEM.SUPPRESS_WORKING examples 

Assume that you want to have the form filled with data when the operator enters the form. The following 

When-New-Form-Instance trigger will prevent the unwanted updates that would normally occur when 

you fill the blocks with data. 

:System.Suppress_Working := \\'TRUE\\'; 

Go_Block (\\'DEPT\\'); 

Execute_Query; 

Go_Block (\\'EMP\\'); 

Execute_Query; 

Go_Block (\\'DEPT\\'); 
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:System.Suppress_Working := \\'FALSE\\'; 

 

QUESTION 14

The Orders form has four blocks. The Orders and Order_items block are on the CV_Order content canvas; 

the inventories block items are on the CV_inventories content canvas; and Control block buttons are on the 

CV_Buttons toolbar canvas. All buttons have mouse Navigate set to No. 

The Order_Items block is a detail of Orders. The inventories block is a detail of Order_Items, showing the 

stock of the selected product. 

There is a button in the Control block with a When-Button-Pressed trigger: 

IF GET_CANVAS_PROPERTY(:SYSTEM.cursor_item, item_canvas) = \\'CV_ORDER\\' THEN GO_BLOCK 

(\\'inventories\\') 

ELSE 

GO_BLOCK(\\'orders\\'); 

END IF; 

When you run the form and click the button, navigation does not occur, and the form displays the runtime 

error "FRM-41053: Cannot find Canvas: invalid ID." What should you do to correct this problem? 

A. Change the sequence of blocks in the Object Navigator 

B. Chang the Mouse Navigator property of the button to yes 

C. in the first line of code, change the built-in to GET_ITEM_PROPERTY 

D. in the first line of code, change the system variable to: SYSTEM.CURSOR_CANVAS. 

E. in the first line of code, change the CV_ORDER to lowercase 

F. Chang the argument to the GO_BLOCK built-ins to uppercase 

Correct Answer: D 

Note: GET_CANVAS_PROPERTY built-in Description Returns the given canvas property for the given canvas. . Syntax
FUNCTION GET_CANVAS_PROPERTY( canvas_id Canvas ,property NUMBER);FUNCTION
GET_CANVAS_PROPERTY( canvas_name VARCHAR2 ,property NUMBER) 

 

QUESTION 15

You put some code in a Post_Update trigger and raise the FORM_TRIGGER_FAILURE under certain conditions. Does
a rollback take place if the trigger falls? 
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A. Yes. Although the update has been applied to the database, the old column values are retained as rollback data; so a
failure of this trigger automatically reinstates the original values. 

B. No. It is too late to perform a rollback at this stage because the update has already been applied. 

C. The value have already been applied, so you must programmatically save the old values in the global variables or
PL/SQL variables if you want to reinstall the original values. 

Correct Answer: B 

The record has already been updated. Note: FORM_FAILURE Returns a value that indicates the outcome of the action
most recently performed during the current Runform session. 

Use FORM_FAILURE to test the outcome of a builtin to determine further processing within any trigger. To get the
correct results, you must perform the test immediately after the action executes. That is, another action should not occur
prior to the test. 
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